Long-latency event-related potentials in squirrel monkeys: further characterization of wave form morphology, topography, and functional properties.
Event-related potentials (ERPs) were recorded from the brain surface of untrained monkeys exposed to sequences of auditory stimuli (2 kHz and 6 kHz tones of 40 msec duration). Stimulus probability and interstimulus interval (ISI) were systematically varied in different paradigms. In an oddball paradigm with a 1 sec ISI in which one stimulus constituted 90% of all trials and the other 10%, a 'monkey' late positive component (MLPC), characterized by two peaks (P248 and P369), was recorded prominently over lateral parietal areas in response to the unpredictable and infrequent shifts in pitch. The amplitude of this late positivity was found to be sensitive to stimulus probability and to exhibit trial-to-trial sequential dependencies similar to those described for the human P300. The amplitude of MLPC was also found to be larger following longer ISIs. In addition, a 'monkey' late negative component (MLNC), with characteristics similar to those of the human slow wave (SW), was recorded following the infrequent shifts in pitch and found to temporally overlap with MLPC. MLNC was recorded with maximal amplitude over frontal cortex and was sensitive to stimulus probability but not to trial-to-trial changes in stimulus sequence. Thus MLPC and MLNC which appear to reflect similar yet distinct processes exhibit several analogies to the human P3a and SW, respectively.